Super-3 mower
FINALLY A REEL MOWER MADE FOR SMALL TRACTORS
The P.T.O. Model is easily hooked up to any suitable tractor. The Engine Model is equipped with a 7 H.P. engine. It can also be pulled by trucksters or ATC’s.

Outstanding Features:
- Unique and simple mechanical drive system
- Heavy duty mowing units, with a choice of 5, 6 or 7 bladed reels
- Easy reel lift for transport and storage
- Jack stand for easy unhooking and parking
- Designed to deliver a fine quality cut in long, short, wet or dry grass
- Mows up to 40 acres (16.2 ha) per day

Triplex-376 mower
A REAL PROFESSIONAL TRIPLEX MOWER
Improved mowing, quality and styling. Reels are dynamically balanced to provide a beautiful fine cut.

Outstanding Features:
- Free floating reels with anti-scalp rollers
- Precise and easy height of cut adjustment
- Raise and lower cutting units from operator’s seat
- Equipped with a quiet reliable 8.5 H.P. engine
- The transmission has 3 speeds forward and 1 reverse. Also a diff’ lock is standard
- Excellent operator comfort and visibility with hand brake as a bonus
- Mows up to 30 acres (12.1 ha) per day

BROUWER
TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED

7320 Haggerty Rd./Canton, MI. 48187 Telephone (313) 459-3700
Woodbine Avenue/Keswick, Ontario, Canada L4P 3E9 Telex 065-24161 Telephone: (416) 476-4311
Perched on lava cliffs overlooking the Pacific Ocean sits the sprawling Kona Surf Resort Hotel in Hawaii. It's the determination of landscape supervisor Ray Berg that coaxes the lush landscape from the unyielding lava rock to produce one of the island's most beautiful landscapes.

"Lavascape" Landscaping

by Maureen Hrehocik, managing editor

Ray Berg has a big "clay pot" to grow his landscaping in—an 11-acre clay pot to be exact.

That's what the supervisor of the Kona Surf Resort Hotel in Kona, HI, likens having to coax plants to grow in almost solid lava rock. But, at the Kona Surf, Mother Nature hasn't left Berg with much of a choice.

He admits he likes the challenge—in fact he says he thrives on finding different or unique ways of doing things. Landscaping the Kona Surf has supplied Berg with an almost limitless "laboratory" in which to experiment.

"Lavascape"

Ray Cain of Belt Collins Associates designed the landscaping for the 550-room hotel which is perched on cliffs of lava rock on the Big Island of Hawaii.

Cain and Berg together chose the actual plant types.

“Our major problems in starting out with this project were salinity, the wind, labor and a place to get the plants we wanted,” says Cain. Even erosion stakes were hard to keep in place because of the wind when construction first began.

Cain had 5,000 tons of soil brought in as a base to start more eye-pleasing vegetation growing in and among the black lava rock. There were so many weed seeds in the soil that one worker's job in the three months prior to the hotel's opening was to pull weeds. Plants were shipped in from Oahu. Anywhere the rock showed any crevices, dirt was added, a plant and then stones to keep the plant from snapping off in the wind. And then plenty of water.

Remarkably, most of the plantings took. Today, it looks as if the plants are growing (and thriving) right out of the rocks. The brilliant purple, pink and red bougainvillea and deep tropical greens against the black rocks create the kind of scenery the Hawaiian islands are famous for. For Berg, they create a low-maintenance landscape.

"The backbone of landscaping in Hawaii is water," says Cain. "It's very precious and is a major consideration in any landscape design here. Salinity and wind are also problems that can't be solved; just worked around."

A particularly bad storm in January drove the ocean crashing in onto the cliffs on which the hotel is built with such force that the salt spray yellowed the palm fronds and the bermudagrass turf along the hotel's ocean walk.

"The elements are vicious here," says Berg, "but they're also forgiving. In a few weeks the grass will green-up again."

The normal 900 to 1,500 parts per million of sodium in the water can climb as high as 2,000 ppm.

"That's another reason why water
SAVING MONEY ON PUMPING WATER HAS NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD.

How pumps powered with Franklin submersible motors can make your corner of the world green and quiet. And save you money, too.

Saving time saves you dollars. A submersible pump powered by a Franklin motor can be installed in one-third the time it takes for an above-ground line-shaft turbine.

And with a submersible pump, you won't have line shaft vibration and alignment problems, or any need for lubrication cost and troublesome ratchets.

A submersible eliminates expensive, energy-gobbling friction losses in a long drive shaft and multiple bearings.

Yet submersibles do more than save you dollars. Working quietly underground, a submersible keeps your view beautifully quiet. Built to run underwater, a submersible can't be flood-damaged. And submersibles are virtually vandal and varmint-proof.

To learn more about the advantages of submersible pumps equipped with Franklin motors, call Franklin Electric's Jim Hayes today at (219) 824-2900. Or write Franklin Electric Company, 400 East Spring Street, Bluffton, Indiana 46714.

Franklin Electric
Water for a Thirsty World
is so important to us," explains Berg. "We have to leach the salt out of the soil by watering."

The storm also washed out a pond on the hotel grounds that Berg had just completed.

"It does get discouraging when you work long and hard on a project and it gets destroyed in a matter of hours," Berg says.

But, almost as quickly as Mother Nature can destroy things, she can give them back.

"It's surprising how fast plants establish here."

**Plant types**

The different types of plants that grow on the grounds of the Kona Surf could fill a book. A sampling includes: sea grapes, philodenrons, kiave, African tulip trees, poinciana trees, macadamia nuts, puma, papaya, breadfruit, tamarind, rhododendron, impatiens, cat's claw, frangipane, mango, bananas, coffee trees, silver buttonwoods, dresina marginata, ginger, ti plants, variegated hibiscus, portulaca, bougainvillea and 35 different types of palm trees. Many of the plant types are the same as those that grow well on Florida's Gulf coast. In Hawaii, though, the plants become more lush.

Berg has been with the hotel since it opened 14 years ago. He lives on the hotel property in a house on the ocean. It's his own backyard that provides ample opportunity to experiment and improve on different plants. Some of them, like wedelia, he integrates into the hotel landscaping; others he grows for his own enjoyment. He changed the wedelia in one part of the hotel three times to get it just the way he wanted it. "You may not see it right away, but if you look hard enough you can see different ways of doing things," he says.

Where the original homesite stood on the hotel grounds, Berg created a patio area that's one of the more popular quiet spots for hotel guests.

**Maintenance schedule**

Berg has a crew of 10 year-round and as many as 14 during the summer months. Two of his crew are scheduled to care for the hotel's interior plantings. Because the Kona Surf is in the process of being sold, Berg's budget hasn't been increased.

Hotel guests and a healthy supply of mongoose give the bermudagrass a good workout, as does the sun. It's still the storms, though, that wreak the most havoc with the turf.

Berg maintains a daily maintenance schedule. Fertilizing is done three or four times a year with a 16-16-16 mixture after the bougainvillea blooms. Macadamia nut shells provide an indestructible mulch for beds and under trees.

"We only use them away from the hotel, though, because they tend to attract ants," explains Berg.

Whatever nature throws Berg's way, he's seemed to outsmart. What he can't outsmart, he replaces. WT&T
Grass safer again

"It's almost as good as..."

Carol Ann Comly, an ambitious young athletic trainer, put that phrase to the test in a recent study of grass and artificial turf football fields and discovered that "almost" isn't good enough. Not when it comes to the safety of athletes anyway.

"Artificial turf contributes an additional risk of injury," Comly, now working as a therapist at the Coatesville Veteran's Hospital near Philadelphia, writes in a comprehensive comparison of football injuries in two Eastern universities, Temple and West Chester. Temple plays on an artificial surface, West Chester on grass. Since there were 148 members on each of the two teams, Comly feels her comparison is valid.

She used data reported from the 1982 season to the National Athletic Injury/Illness Recording Service (NAIRS) at Penn State University in her 47-page study. NAIRS is a computerized surveillance system designed to help school policy makers make meaningful sports safety decisions. Team trainers of member schools supply weekly injury reports to NAIRS during the season.

Her findings?

There were more injuries on the synthetic surface than on grass, 110-50. The number of minor injuries was greater by a 72-27 margin on the artificial field, "significant" injuries by a 38-23 gap.

Proponents of synthetic turf point to the intensive use their fields can support. They claim annual maintenance costs are lower, and artificial turf requires a less technically trained management team. These points are arguable.

Grass fields have the benefits of being less expensive to build and less expensive to repair. In the long run, a quality grass athletic field is more economical than an artificial surface because of the need to periodically replace worn synthetic surfaces. Turf is also measurably cooler during warm-weather sporting events.

Comly, who has coached and officiated grade school field hockey, and lacrosse, writes the controversy is "open to further investigation." Her open-minded approach is sensible. It might be that blanket condemnations of synthetic are short-sighted. Even in the turf industry. The use of synthetic grass can probably be justified in areas where the likelihood of establishing quality turf is questionable, perhaps even in conjunction with turf, such as along the sidelines of a turf football field.

The question of player safety, however, remains the first consideration. The wonder is that field managers, particularly those with the grass-or-synthetic decisions, slide so easily to the debatable convenience of synthetic even in the face of studies like Ms. Comly's.

Look for Our Special Athletic Field Management Issue Coming in June
**New Rain Bird pop-up sprinklers are tough**

Rain Bird Sprinkler Manufacturing Corp. introduces a line of tough new pop-up sprinklers. The case and cover of the Mini-Paw series sprinklers are molded of Cycolac brand ABS engineering thermoplastic, grade GSM, supplied by Borg-Warner Chemicals, Inc.

Rain Bird chose Cycolac grade GSM because of its rigidity and toughness.

The sprinklers will operate in a full circle, or can be adjusted to part circle operation from 20 to 240 degrees of arc. A "Seal-a-matic" option helps prevent wasted water and soil erosion due to low sprinkler head drainage. The units operate at water pressures from 25 to 50 psi, and can be spaced from 27 to 49 feet for optimum operation, Rain Bird says.

Circle No. 191 on Reader Inquiry Card

**American Trencher shows Bradco line**

American Trencher Inc. announces an expanded line of Bradco attachment trenchers. These include 3-pt. hitch, skid steer, quick attach tractor, and solidly bolted on tractor models.

All models feature oil-bath-enclosed drives and seals to protect bearings. Several models also include dual pivot, paddle or ribbon augers, offset or center mounting, and chain guides. Options can be ordered to equip these trenchers for specific jobs.

Circle No. 193 on Reader Inquiry Card

**Shelf for pick-up puts tools in reach**

Hacke Enterprises manufactures a shelf that can be installed in the bed of a pick-up and rolls out making tools and parts more accessible.

The Continental Shelf comes in six and eight foot length models and fits any width pick-up bed. It comes in kit form with steel side rails, track, rollers, and hardware. It requires few tools to custom install.

Circle No. 194 on Reader Inquiry Card
Maintaining one of the heaviest played executive golf courses in Southern California is a challenging job. An average of 290 rounds of golf a day puts tough demands on the turf, and on the irrigation system. That’s why golf course superintendent Robert Stuczynski recently installed Weather-matic rotary pop-up sprinklers to upgrade the system at the Palm Desert Greens Country Club.

Stuczynski was won away from a brand he’d used for more than a decade by Weather-matic’s high quality design and adjustable features. The exclusive adjustable armspring allows fine-tuning while the sprinkler is on or off, and stays adjusted once set — a must for handling Palm Desert’s exacting schedule of watering and fertilizing.

Weather-matic impact drive, rotary pop-up sprinkler heads are available in rugged cast aluminum alloy and high impact plastic for your long-range or medium-range needs — from golf courses, parks and athletic fields to commercial use.

Designed for years of dependable service, they offer many outstanding features. Like the optional check valve, available on PK models to prevent backflow in low areas and damaging line surge. And only Weather-matic can help reduce your inventory with interchangeable parts for plastic and metal heads.*

When you team up our rotary pop-up sprinklers, controllers and valves, you have a combination that can’t be beat. Just ask Stuczynski. He’s now finalizing a plan to changeover the entire Palm Desert system to Weather-matic. Because Weather-matic works.

Write or call for all the details.

NEW — WORK SAVING, TIME SAVING

HARLEY
STONE RAKES
AND PICKERS!

*NEW! FASTER DOUBLE ROLLER POWER RAKE!
AS A STONE RAKE — Rakes rocks, roots, trash, etc.
Levels & Fills — GREAT SEED BED!
AS A DE-THATCHER — Scarifies, aerates as it rakes thatch into windrow for easy pickup.

• Athletic Fields • Parks • Beaches • Race Tracks
• Commercial & Residential Development • Land Reclamation

*NEW! MINI-HARLEY STONE PICKER!
For small area maneuvering - half size of other Harleys!
Pick ½" to 14" stone - fast!
Brochures — Video — Contact:

(701) 252-9300 • 1-800-437-9779 • Dealer Inquiries Invited
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A GREAT TRAILER
for TURF MANAGEMENT!

There is a Capacity to Fill Your Needs from 1-Ton to 5-Ton
Steel structured for maximum life and minimum maintenance. Wells Cargo trailers are an easy, economical, efficient way to haul nursery stock, fertilizer, seed, sprayers, implements, mowers... everything your job requires.

We have manufacturing sales & service facilities in IN, GA, TX, & UT and a national network of dealers to serve you.

For FREE literature call TOLL FREE 1-800-348-7553 or write

Wells Cargo, Inc.
P.O. Box 728-595
Elkhart, IN 46515
(219) 264-9661

New Gandy spreaders easy to disassemble
Gandy Company's new 24 and 42-inch spreaders completely disassemble without special tools. All parts are replaceable. Both spreaders feature stainless steel bottom and slides, with bottoms snapping off for quick and easy cleaning.

The Model 24, a push handle model, has a positive slide shutoff activated by a handle crank and holds about 80 lb. of material. The 42-inch Model 42 may be ordered with a tractor hitch or push handle and has a spreading plateto give positive shutoff when brought up against the hopper bottom. The Model 42, with a 225-lb. capacity, has optional fixed-rate bottoms for overseeding and top dressing.

Circle No. 198 on Reader Inquiry Card

Turfmat offers seeding sodding alternative
Modern Turf Products, Inc., has introduced Turfmat, an alternative to sodding and seeding. Turfmat combines grass seed, starter fertilizer, and a fine straw mulch bonded with a water soluble adhesive.

Recommended for use in home lawns, commercial/industrial grounds, roadsides, cemeteries, and
Whoever said "There's nothing free in this world" obviously never heard Buddy's song or noticed the Reader Service Cards tucked in each issue of WEEDS TREES & TURF. In the time it takes to read this page, you can request additional information on any number of turf and landscape products, equipment and technical data. It's all designed to make your job easier, more efficient and profitable.

AND IT WON'T COST YOU A CENT. Even the postage is free. But don't think that means we take our good old time about forwarding your requests. The WEEDS TREES & TURF Reader Service Department is astonishingly fast in processing your requests and getting them to the advertisers who piqued your interest.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS. Your card is processed as soon as it arrives at our service center. When one hundred are received, they are shipped out that day to the advertisers involved. Even if one hundred or more cards arrive daily they are processed and on their way each and every day. And the Service Center does this for three full months after the month on the issue date! That's so when the card you were going to mail in December falls out of your coat pocket in March, you can still just drop it in the mail!

So the next time you see something offered in WEEDS TREES & TURF that you'd like to know more about, just fill out the convenient Reader Service Card and mail it the first chance you get (even if it's a couple of months later). We promise not to forget, and we're positive the advertisers won't!
BOOKSTORE

Instructional and technical material designed to aid you in your work.

625 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS ENTOMOLOGY $24.95
010 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS PATHOLOGY $27.95
665 - ARBORICULTURE: THE CARE OF TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES IN THE LANDSCAPE $37.95
340 - CONSTRUCTION DESIGN FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS $39.50
345 - COST DATA FOR LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION 1984 $28.75
410 - DISEASES & PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS $32.50
660 - DISEASES OF SHADE TREES $24.50
800 - THE GOLF COURSE $35.00
350 - HANDBOOK OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION $48.50
510 - HORTUS THIRD $125.00
690 - INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES & SHRUBS $47.50
635 - IRRIGATION PRINCIPLES & PRACTICES $30.95
365 - LANDSCAPE PLANTS IN DESIGN $55.00
645 - MANAGEMENT OF TURFGRASS DISEASES $24.95
575 - MODE OF ACTION OF HERBICIDES $58.95
545 - MODERN WEED CONTROL $26.50
700 - THE PRUNING MANUAL $15.95
790 - RECREATION PLANNING & DESIGN $39.50
375 - RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPES $28.95
380 - RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPING I $22.50
720 - SHRUB IDENTIFICATION $8.00
750 - TREE IDENTIFICATION $10.95
760 - TREE MAINTENANCE $37.50
640 - TURF IRRIGATION MANUAL $22.95
615 - TURF MANAGEMENT FOR GOLF COURSES $45.00
620 - TURF MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK $18.00
110,120 - TURF MANAGERS' HANDBOOK $28.95 hardcover, $23.95 paperback
650 - TURFGRASS MANAGEMENT $22.95
630 - TURFGRASS: SCIENCE AND CULTURE $29.95
565 - WEEDS $39.95
570 - WESTCOTT'S PLANT DISEASE HANDBOOK $39.50
405 - WOODY ORNAMENTALS $27.00

Mail this coupon to: Book Sales
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications
One East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802

Name ____________________________
Street Address ______________________
P.O. Box Number ____________________
City/State/Zip _______________________
Signature __________________________
Date ______________________________
Phone Number _________________________
Purchase Order Number ______________

Please send me the following books. I have enclosed payment* for the total amount.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOOK NUMBER AND TITLE</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Please add $3.00 per order plus $1.00 per additional copy for postage and handling.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Prices subject to change. Quantity rates available on request.

Total Enclosed _______________________
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